MetaliK

Why choose KernowJet MetaliK®?
®

KernowJet MetaliK films are designed to fulfil
all requirements of the Sign and Wide-Format
Printing industry. Available in three colours
with two adhesive options KernowJet MetaliK
can be used:
• For Indoor/outdoor signage and lettering on glass and any
smooth substrate
• As a metallic digital printable film for retail decoration
• As a reflective wallcovering solution
• For 3-D labels/doming
• For lamination on boards and rigid substrates
• For pre-production packaging mock-ups and so much more

Tip:
Combine CAD
and print to create
engaging stickers
and lettering

The Wide-Format industry finally has a suitable solution for all projects including metallic films
from retail stores to interior designers. KernowJet MetaliK can be applied or laminated manually
or mechanically, with wet or dry application techniques. Applied to perfectly smooth substrates
like glass, the films have a mirror look finish. On demand, we can create specific metallized
colours in different shades, for example metallic red, blue, and green. Imagination is your only limit.
KernowJet MetaliK Cut&Print
With a both sides matching mirror look finish and
colour, MetaliK Cut&Print is ideal for creating eyecatching window displays. The removable adhesive is
suitable for short-term decoration. With larger areas
or wherever it is more convenient, the film can be
wet applied.
KernowJet MetaliK Inkjet
With its permanent high-tack adhesive, KernowJet
MetaliK Inkjet is your perfect partner for lamination
on a extensive range of smooth substrates or
can be used for wallcoverings. It is ideal for 3-D
labels/doming applications and a wide variety of
permanent applications. The back of the film is
silver regardless of the front-face colour.
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Thickness Width

Product

(mm)

Length

Adhesive

(m)

(after 24hrs)

45.7

Removable
8N/25mm

Printability

®

MetaliK Cut&Print Matching colour on both sides

Silver
Gold

55µ

1372
1524

Latex

Rose Gold
®

MetaliK Inkjet

Single-sided colour with silver backs

Silver
Gold

Silver

Rose Gold

Silver

UV

55µ

1372
1524

45.7

High-tack
Permanent
25+N/25mm

Solvent

®

Tip:
Use multiple
colours to
create one
display!

Tip:

Lettering on
the non-curved
parts of vehicles
is possible

Tip:

Printers with
white inks
offer endless
creativity and
solutions
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